Abstract : The aim of this paper is to present the structure of a new synchronous machine with stator femte permanent magnets and a salient passive rotor (a robust and low-cost technology) which, when supplied with current by a threephase bridge converter, produces continuous torque. This feature serves to place our machine on a par with the best synchronous machines available (e.g. high-energy rotor magnets with flux concentration). Furthermore, the electrical characteristics of this machine make it possible to apply the well-known flux weakening technique, which enhances the performance of the entire energy-conversion system. In theory, an operating area at constant power with unlimited speed can be obtained merely by taking into account the ohmic tension drops in the coils. Experimental results demonstrate that taking both magnetic losses and windage losses into account is necessary in order to identify the maximum mechanical output power characteristics.
Machine presentation
In this paper, we present a new structure for a synchronous polyphased (three-phase) machine with a stator concentrated flux and permanent magnets. This particular structure uses the principles of both flux switching and flux concentration [1, 2, 3] . As shown in Fig. 1 , an elementary magnetic cell serves to explain the operating principle of this machine. According to the position of the mobile part, the magnetic flux-linkage in the armature winding can be counted as either positive or negative, and is then alternative. From the elementary cell, we developed a prototype (see Fig. 2 ), in accordance with applicable design rules [lo] . This machine is composed of a stator that includes armature coils and permanent inductor magnets. The salient rotor is simply made of stacked soft-iron sheets. The prototype is a three-phase machine containing twelve magnets, with each phase thus comprising 4 magnets and 4 concentric coils. The rotor contains Nr teeth (with Nr = lo), and the relation between the mechanical rotation frequency F and the electrical frequency f can be expressed as: f = N, F. By virtue of its passive rotor, this machine displays highly-robust qualities; moreover, it is capable of attaining a high level of performance (specific torque and magnetic shear-stress). In association with a three-phase voltage bridge converter, this machine can work with a constant maximum power over a theoretically infinite range of speeds in the flux-weakening mode [5, 9] .
Fig. 2.Cross section of the three phases machine
A three-phase no-load flux (see Fig. 3 ), computed using a 2D Finite Element package [4] , has enabled us to verify that the machine is indeed a balanced three-phase waveform with a sinusoidal flux (see Fig. 4 : Measured EMF at 3,000 q".
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-. 1 )._-"* ' ..... At low speeds, the current is well-regulated (see Fig. 7) ; however, at high speeds, we apply the maximum voltage and the current is limited by both the EMF and the machine's impedances (see Fig. 8 ).
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2.2
Torque calculated using d-q axis theory Using the classical d-q axis theory, we have determined the components of current which yield constant power capabilities up to an infinite speed (with losses being neglected, except for copper losses).
2.3
In this section, we present the machine's potential for energy conversion at low speeds. For this purpose, the constraints are thermal in nature. Since a thermal model is difficult to derive initially (with respect to determining the "copper-iron'' thermal resistance), we have elected to perform calculations with a current density of 5 A/ "' .
For the prototype, in order to obtain this current density, the current amplitude must be equal to 18.3 A. The experimental specific torque is 1.54 "/kg and the airgap magnetic shear-stress value is 1.2 N/cmz.
2.4
This machine does in fact exhibit a very high "flux weakening" capacity. The "L, I / v" ratio is higher than 0 Beyond near the double rated speed (N = 4000 rpm), to have a maximum output power, the current angle must increasing but the current must decreasing under the limited current. 
Experimental results
have conducted experimental tests in order to determine the most effective torque and power for converting the machine with respect to its voltage converter. Measuring torque by means of a mechanical balance assembly, which exclusively targets the mechanical output torque, proves to be the best approach. We can thereby measure:
-the input electrical power to the converter -the losses in the converter (indirect measurement)
-the copper losses -the output mechanical power.
We can estimate the ventilation losses thanks to [l I] and the mechanical losses due to rolling (dry friction couple CO = 0.09 Nm).
This approach then allows us to deduce the iron losses.
To provide an order of magnitude of the various losses, we have presented them in Figure 1 1 as a function of the rotation speed at a power supply voltage of 300V. In Figure 12 , we have presented the various types of power of interest in our study. First is the electromagnetic power, which is what can be calculated using the classical d-q axis theory. Next comes the mechanical power, which is converted by the machine; this power is equal to the electromagnetic power less the iron losses. Lastly, the useful mechanical power is equal to the mechanical power less the mechanical losses intrinsic to the machine (losses in the bearings and ventilation losses). 
Fig.12. Flux weakening power performance
We can observe that when focusing on the potential for maximizing energy conversion, it is essential to include the losses occurring inside the magnetic circuit (iron losses). Moreover, it is also necessary to consider the mechanical losses, which however merely depend on the rotation speed and the structure of the rotor.
Inclusion of losses
In modelling both the magnetic losses and mechanical losses by means of a series resistor (see Fig. 13 ), which gets added to the winding resistance, it becomes possible to demonstrate that these losses are responsible for introducing a difference between the electromagnetic power and the converted power. 
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On the basis of the flux density values calculated, we then deduced the total iron losses for the machine. For the operating point at 10,000 rpm, the adjustment angle "p" is equal to 135"; for 15,000 rpm, it equals 149". We then superimposed the iron losses measured with these three speeds and are in a position to state that a strong level of agreement has been reached between the measured and calculated values.
Conclusion
This paper presents an original structure for a permanent magnet; synchronous polyphased machine based on the switching flux principle with a concentrated flux. The armature and inductor are both located inside the stator. The intrinsic performance obtained is most encouraging. We began by presenting the elementary cell and the switching flux principle. We then introduced a PM synchronous three-phase machine, along with its intrinsic characteristics. The performance measured using this revised configuration is equivalent, for the range of torque and speed examined, to the best machines currently available. The study conducted on a high-performance machine has revealed new possibilities for use with constant power and a theoretically-infinite range of speeds, in the case where copper losses are the only losses being taken into account. We have also shown that it is necessary to consider the machine's other intrinsic losses (friction and windage losses, magnetic losses) to be able to determine the speed-related characteristics of the maximum output convertible power. The iron losses can be predetermined with the help of a simple model, yet calculating the flux density vector requires the use of a Finite Element package. We have also observed that the adjustment angle "p" exerts little influence on the value of the iron losses, whereas the current exerts a much stronger influence. It is therefore more efficient to operate the machine at high speeds and at currents close to the nominal current. It is possible to model both the iron losses and mechanical losses by means of series resistances; we will present a procedure for relating series resistances to these particular losses and then describe how the introduction of such a resistance modifies the machine model and the control parameters.
